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OptFlux is an open-source and extensible workbench for Metabolic Engineering (ME) tasks. Since 2012, OptFlux 
adoption has been steadily increasing among users, making it one of the reference go-to platforms among the ME 
community. The workbench supports common ME tasks such as phenotype prediction for both wild-type and mutant 
genotypes, metabolic control analysis and pathway analysis as well as strain optimization procedures. Moreover, a 
visualization plug-in is included, allowing the navigation and edition of biochemical network layouts in a multitude of 
standard formats. This plug-in also allows the overlap of specific phenotypic conditions in the network layouts, 
providing an intuitive mechanism to explore and understand the associated flux distributions. Navigation between 
multiple layouts is also included.  
However, for more specialized applications, such as the inclusion of experimental data, this framework was still lagging 
behind. In this work, the current visualization platform included in OptFlux is extended to support loading generic 
experimental data sources (e.g. transcript, protein, metabolite and flux measurements) and mapping it to the model 
information for posterior overlap with the layouts. The visualization features that will represent this data are also fully 
customizable. The inclusion of multiple conditions or time-dependent measurements is also supported for metabolite-
associated data with intuitive bar-plots being displayed for immediate visual comparison. Finally, compound structural 
information from KEGG is also automatically downloaded and presented. 
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Glucosinolates are nitrogen- and sulfur- containing plant secondary metabolites, found principally in the order 
Brassicales. Glucosinolates are precursors of isothiocyanates, which play an important role in the defense against 
herbivores. Biosynthesis of glucosinolates takes place in three phases (i) chain elongation of selected precursor amino 
acids, (ii) formation of core glucosinolate structure, and (iii) secondary modification of the amino-acid side chain. 
Together with side-chain elongation, secondary modifications result in more than 120 known glucosinolates. A 
particular difficulty in the analysis of secondary metabolites is the vast diversity of different chemical structures. 
Considering the types of biochemical transformations involved in secondary metabolite biosynthesis, in principle an 
infinite number of chemical structures could be produced. Apparently, developing models in which all possible 
structures are represented as a unique variable are clearly infeasible. To elucidate which factors determine the 
diversity of secondary metabolites produced, we develop mathematical models simulating the biosynthetic pathways of 
abundantly found glucosinolates derived from methionine in Arabidopsis. 
 
